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TROY IS
DICTATOR
The Illuminator congratulates Troy Middleton on his
ascension to the august position of Dictator of KAOS
for the year 2000. We are sure that under Troy’s
enlightened depotism that the Illuminator will continue
to receive the funding it needs to thrive in this new
‘millennium’.
The Illuminator understands that the new Dictator has
not seen fit to dispense with Trond Nilsen, former
President-for-Life of KAOS, and instead of executing
him has appointed Trond to the office of Grand Vizier.
Other Politburo positions are pending so start sucking
up to Troy tonight!

THANKS
This party would not have been possible without the
support of the following people: Trond Nilsen, the
Politburo clean up squad, Alex Verdonk (chauffeur)
John Morten (dance music), Zane Bruce (for the
canvas awning), Mary Beth (cult robes), Dillon Burke
(ambient music), Peer St Boys (battle aid), Sharon
(sewing) & Dave (tolerant flatmate), and last but not
least the KAOS Treasury and everyone that made a
donation towards the cost of the Portaloo.
Thanks to everyone that turned up for the pacifist
warfare battle, the BBQ, and the party, we hope that
you had fun.
We would also like to thank our neighbours who have
promised not to call noise control until 1:00 am. In the
spirit of goodwill we ask that you not go onto their
property and trigger their burglar alarms this time
(Bruzz this means you!).

KAOS FOILS
CULT PLOT
Outgoing Dictator Trond is pleased to announce that
the loyal soldiers of the KAOS Legion defeated the
corrupt minions of the Reformed Church of the Great
Old Ones (RCGOO) in an epic battle on the eve of the
new millennium.
RCGOO Cult leaders were unavailable for comment, a
minor sub-minion claimed that in a fit of religious
enthusiasm the wounded cult leader had screamed “kill
all the wounded! No prisoners!” and that obedient cult
minions had promptly slain him.
The Peer Street Boys Heavy Artillery was used to great
effect – every artilleryman was reported slain when the
wind changed.
UN observers have cited the cult for crimes against
humanity for summoning a shoggoth as a battlefield
weapon. RCGOO Cult members replied by citing the
awful singing of their enemy as their reason for
resorting to terror weapons.
They have vowed
vengeance and promise to return to destroy the world
in March.
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MILLENNIUM
NOT TEN
This is a list of ten things that we do not expect to
happen in the next thousand years of human social
development.
10. An outbreak of World Peace.
9. Diets that work without an totalitarian exercise
regime that would make Uncle Joe Stalin envious.
8. Telemarketing is made illegal and the last Amway
sales rep is burnt at the stake.
7. West Coast beats Auckland at Rugby.
6. Everyone will learn how to spell the word
Millennium correctly.
5. Legal Post-Natal Abortion to age 18.
4. A Pornography free Internet.
3. A fair and equitable system of distributing surplus
production to all stakeholders in an economy.
2. Size doesn’t matter any more.
1. Children respecting their Elders.

Your Computer is now Y2K Compliant, but is it
compliant with all Papal Bulls? Be warned! The
Vatican’s orbital weapon platforms stand ready to
excommunicate any computer system infested with
heresy!
This safety message was brought to you by the Holy
Office for the Investigation of the Faith (previously
trading under the Spanish Inquisition brand name).

FLATMATES WANTED
Two Flatmates are wanted for the 102 Clyde Road
Flat. Vacancies start from 14 January 2000. Rent is
$60 or $75 per week, plus $15 expenses. Interested?
See Dillon Burke, or call 3512331, or e-mail
vizi@ihug.co.nz.

THE SEVEN SEALS
OF THE APOCALYPSE
And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the
throne a book written within and on the backside,
sealed with seven seals. Revelations 5:1

RANDOM CONSPIRACY
THEORY OF THE WEEK
Obviously Ja-Ja Glibert is carrying out a covert war
against the armies of KAOS in the lower common
room. Very soon Shane Murphy, who is currently only
supplying weapons to Ja-Ja Glibert, will join in.
Picasso has a number of nuclear devices hidden in
102 Clyde Road which Shane Murphy is trying to steal
to help win the war and trigger a second Great Flood.
We must help The Dictator to stop them, or we are all
doomed!

7. Bill Gates conquers the operating system market
with Windows 2000.
6. A Porn video wins an Oscar for best acting.
5. Necrophilia is legalised between consenting adults
over the age of 16.
4. Danny becomes a multi-billionaire based on
advertising revenues from realhamster.com.
3. Japan beats New Zealand in the Rugby World Cup
Final.
2. The Sun is three hours late for dawn.
1. The authentic second coming of Jesus gets his
own free-to-air prime time chat show.
For the great day of his wrath is come: and who shall
be able to stand? Revelations 6:17
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